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1. SPARSE MATRIX FORMATS
Design motivation of sparse matrix format is data compres-
sion and reducing calculation. The popular sparse matrix
formats have been CSR (Compressed Sparse Row) and COO
(Coordinated). More recently, in order to achieve better
performance in SpMV computations, various sparse matrix
formats have been proposed for specific types of matrices
or architectures. ELLPACK and JDS formats are suitable
for many-core processors such as GPUs, since these formats
allow for continuous streaming memory access. SELL-C-σ
[1] was recently proposed to improve ELLPACK. SELL-C-σ
sorts every σ rows by the number of non-zero elements per
row, and then every C rows are converted to ELLPACK. The
number of zeros filled in the ELLPACK format is largely
reduced. Segmented SELL-C-σ and Non-Uniformly Seg-
mented SELL-C-σ [2] were proposed to improve cache hit
ratio due to random memory access to the input vector. The
matrix is segmented along the column and each sub-matrix
is converted to SELL-C-σ. While the formats improve the
cache hit ratio, they generate additional contiguous mem-
ory access. BCCOO format in yaSpMV library [3] focuses
on reducing memory access. BCCOO divides the matrix
into blocks to reduce the access to column index, and store
in COO format. In order to find best parameter such as
block size, yaSpMV library provides auto-parameter tuning
scheme. Although BCCOO formats improved the perfor-
mance of SpMV, the problem about high memory band-
width still remains because BCCOO is based on COO for-
mat, which require large amount of memory access.

2. PROPOSAL
We propose the state of the art sparse matrix format re-
ducing memory access by compression of column index to
improve SpMV performance on GPU. Adaptive Multi-level
Blocking (AMB) format has three blocking optimization tech-
niques. First level is column-wise segmentation limiting

width to 64k columns in order to improve the locality of
the access to the input vector. Second level is row-wise
slice by converting each sub-matrix into SELL-C-σ. The
slice which does not have non-zero element is removed and
each column index is represented in 16-bit integer (unsigned
short). Third level is blocking optimization technique. Block-
ing the column index to each row reduces not only memory
usage of column index, but also divergence during iterations
by unrolling. The block size is set from 1 to 8. Although the
large block size may generate more zero filling to the array
of value data, the memory usage of column index will be
significantly reduced. In SpMV computation, we initialize
the output vector first, and add the result of each row using
atomicAdd (in case of single precision).

3. EVALUATION
We compare the performance of our approach optimized for
SpMV computations to existing formats. All experiments
are done in single precision. For our evaluation, we uti-
lize the matrices from the University of Florida Sparse Ma-
trix Collection. All selected matrices are positive definite
and their row sizes are more than 64k. Our evaluations
have been done on NVIDIA’s Tesla K20X GPU installed on
TSUBAME-KFC. The GPU has 6 GBytes of device mem-
ory, and its memory bandwidth is up to 250 GByte/sec.
GPU codes are implemented in CUDA 7.0.

Our AMB format achieves significant speedup of x2.83 on
maximum and x1.75 on average compared to NVIDIA’s cuS-
parse (we use CSR, HYBRID and BSR format), and x1.38
on maximum and x1.08 on average compared to yaSpMV.
We also evaluated the amount of memory access except the
access to input vector. Since all the information about ma-
trix is read once, we estimate the amount of memory access
by counting the size of arrays. We also estimated the access
to output vector. For the matrix which has small number
of non-zero elements, the cost of atomicAdd is not negligi-
ble. We postulate one atomicAdd operation requires two
memory accesses. As the evaluation, our AMB format re-
duces memory access 33% on maximum and 10% on average
compared to the SpMV library and existing sparse formats.

4. CONCLUSIONS
We propose the novel sparse matrix formats which are de-
signed for reducing the memory access in SpMV computa-
tion. AMB format achieves x1.38 on maximum and x1.06 on



average performance gain compared to existing fast SpMV
libraries and other sparse matrix formats. For the future
work, we devise auto-parameter tuning mechanism for AMB
format.
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